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"Campus" Broadcast
Over WLBZ
Friday at 4:45 p.m.

Join
The
M. C. A.

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine
Vol. XXXIX

ORONO, MAINE, DECEMBER 9, 1937

No. 10

Track Stars Will Become Hatch, Kuney Co-Star Tonight
Xmas Vespers Observance
In
Third
Performan
ce
Play
of
Duffers in Gamble Meet
To Be Held Next Sunday
Saturday at Field House
In Memorial Gymnasium
Johnny Gowell Runs'
2-Mile; Hurwitz
In High Hurdles

Tennis Cup

HARDISON IS IN 100
25 Yd. Dash for Everyone
Is Contest Feature;
Many Competing

The Wind and the Rain, a three-act play
by Merton Hodge, directed by Herschel
L. Bricker, was presented Tuesday and
Wednesday nights by the Maine Masque.
Tonight's performance will be the last
one, bringing to a close the second production offered by the Masque.
Marion Hatch, the leading lady, portrayed the part of Anne Hargreaves, an
independent girl with an unusually sweet
manner, with the fine acting ability that
has been noted in her numerous other
Masque performances. Clark Kuney, who
has five other Masque productions to his
credit, played the part of Charles Tritton,
a Scottish university medical student who
gets involved in "tied to a mother's apron
string" plot, with an excellent interpretation of the character and a great ease in
acting.
The part of Gilbert Raymond, a carefree university student, was played by H.
Arnold Spavin, who redeemed his occa-

sional loss of tempo by the excellent portrayal of a drunkard. John Williams,
another medical student, was played by
William Wright with great feeling and
naturalness.
Doctor Paul Duhamel, the understanding older student, who befriends the young
Charles Tritton, was acted with rare sympath)' by Valter Schultz, and Reginald
MacDonald portrayed the part of Peter
Morgan, another beginner in the medical
profession, with convincing sincerity.
Because of the illness of Elizabeth
Trott, Barbara Ashworth gave a remarkable eleventh hour portrayal of Jill Mantiering, "the other girl." Miss Ashworth
was ably assisted by Merrill Thomas, who
acted as her fond escort.
Punch was served at intermission by
the Phi Mu and Pi Beta Phi sororities on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights, respectively, and will be served by Chi Omega
tonight.

Arts Speaker

•
Students To Present
Choral Reading
And Pantomime

ORCHESTRA TO PLAY
'Meditation', `Rigoletto'
And Handel's 'Messiah'
To Be Featured

By Bob Atwood
The annual Christmas Vesper Service,
The indoor field will be the scene of
presented jointly by the Maine Christian
many a rugged battle next Saturday afAssociation, the University Assembly
ternoon when the call to arms of all
Committee, and the Music and Drama
would-be track men is sounded and the
great Christmas Gamble (or Gambol) is
Departments, will be held in the Memorial
on.
Gymnasium on Sunday afternoon at 4:15
You will witness the never-to-be-foro'clock.
gotten thrill of watching Johnny GOWCII
The program for the service includes
match strides over the two mile distance
music by the University Chorus, Orcheswith one of Coach Jenkins' cross country
tra, and soloists, and a pantomime accommen (well, for one lap, anyway), and the
panied by choral reading.
rare spectacle of Sid Hurwitz and Basil
The choral reading to accompany the
"Fleetfeet" Fox soaring over the high
pantomime will be of "Mary the Mother,"
Harry
D.
Sutton,
president
former
of
hurdles with Spud Peabody, erstwhile
International Broadcast To be on Campus 3 Days;
the University of Maine Alumni Associa- arranged by Mona Swann. About twentyhigh-jumper, in hot pursuit, not to mention
To Feature Campus
Speak
Will
Informally
tion.
who spoke at an asembly held by the five freshmen vvil hake part in the reading,
Frosh Bob Bennett who is expected to be
Organizations
Arts Club in the Little Theatre last Theirs- and seventeen other students will act in
Several Times
within calling distance.
day. Declaring that success should not be the pantomime. Those having principal
Bring your own alarm clocks to time the
Nearly two hundred persons arc to take
Evan Durbin, senior lecturer at the Lon- measured by the amount of money a per- parts are: Mary, Faith Shesong; Elizaraces, or, since Waldo Hardison is conpart in the one hour University of Maine don School of Economics, will speak on son made,
Sutton read a list of fifty Maine beth, Calista Buzzell; Joseph, James
sidering the 100 yard dash, bring a calradio broadcast next Wednesday, Decem- "Democracy and Economic Equality" at alumni
who
have gained more than ordi- Tweedie.
endar.
ber 15, over Station W1XAL of Boston, the assembly in Memorial Gymnasium nary u‘ominence.
Others with parts are: Richard Akeley,
He expressed the belief
Now if you are beginning to wonder
The trophy given the University Tennis according to announcement by the Uni- Tuesday morning at 9:30.
that anyone with ambition and will-power Howard Rothenberg, Kenneth Burr, Lauwhat this is all about, the rules are as Club by Jack Freese, of Bangor, and to be versity Radio Committee.
ra Craft, Elizabeth Mosher, Charlotte
Durbin will be on campus for three was bound to succeed.
follows: All trackmen are required to awarded annually to the winner of the fall
The program, which will begin at 7:45, days, Monday to Wednesday, and, in adWhite, Barbara Whittredge, Charlotte
compete. Each man can select one event singles tournament,
will give a cross section of university life dition to appearing at the assembly, he
Dinutre, Margaret Hoxie, Anna Anderfrom his own repertoire (fifty cent word,
and is to he furnished almost entirely by will address several groups on various
son, Edith McIntire, Grace Curtis,
that last one). But he must draw another
students. Participating in the program subjects.
Charles Knowlton, Walter Reed, Philip
by chance. That is where the fun comes
are the following organizations:
'Abbey. Kenneth Robertson. Stephen
afternoon
Monday
will
at
3:15
speak
he
in. In addition there will be a big hidden
Chorus, Orchestra, and the Masque. Band,
Bacigalupo, Hartley Banton, John BlethPres- before economics and history majors on
---etalent event. It will be a 25 yard dash for
•
ident Arthur A. Hauck is to speak, as well
en. Alfred Brundage, Raymond Buck,
"Economic
Planning."
Tuesday
noon,
Departmental heads for the 1939 Prism
everyone, starting in the middle of the
as Gen&
leve Weill, of Paris, graduat
following the assembly, he will speak at were announced today by Artemus Weath- George Cotton, Burleigh Crant, Alfred
field with from ten to twenty in each of
student at the University; Mary Deering,
a faculty luncheon, and Tuesday evening erbee, editor-in-chief. Erwin Cooper has Cummings.
Establishment of a new annual tennis
the trial heats. This event will be run in
president of the Women's Athletic AssociJohn Dearborn, Richard Dearborn.
at 8:00 he will direct informal discussion been appointed sports editor; Katherine
two divisions, the first for the regular rophy. to be offered each year to the winand John Gowell, president of the
on the subject of his assembly talk, "De- Cox, Marjorie Moulton, and Margaret Herbert Dunning, John Earnshaw, Rayall Tennis Tournament was
sprinters, hurdlers and broadjumpers, or ner of the Fall
Maine Athletic Association.
mocracy and Economic Equality." At Orser, assistant editors; William Hilton, mond Edgecomb. Thomas Fairchild, Philmen that have to use their brains while announced today by William Veague,
The program probably will be broadcast noon Wednesday he will deliver his final business manager;
of
president
the
University
Tenof
Maine
and Merrill Bradford, ip Fogg. Donald Goodchild, Kenneth Grinrunning, and the second division the nonfrom the Little Theatre in Alumni Hall, talk here at the faculty science seminar.
nell, Charles Hall, Birney Halliwell, Edcirculation manager.
brainy men otherwise known as weight nis Club.
though that is yet to be finally determined. His subject will be -Collective Security."
ward Kozicky. Joshua Montgomery, John
The trophy, a silver statue of a tennis
throwers, hammer heavers and marathon
Other
members
staff
Bartlett,
are
Anne
Students and faculty members will be
Durbin's visit here, made possible by the Vera Brastow. Robert Cameron, Maxine Reitz, O'Neil Robertson, Maynard Rolplayer in action, mounted upon a silver
runners.
welcome to sit in on the program up to the
cooperation of the Institute of Interna- Cates, Carleton Clark, Charlotte Currie, lins, Walter Strang. Walter Tucker, Cecil
Scoring will b.. on a 5-3-2-1 basis with column with a black base, will take the
capacity of seats available, but spectators
tional Education, which has been provid- Elizabeth Curtis, Emily Dean, Morris %1'ocidbrey. alid Paul Wyman.
the four classes competing against each name of its donor, Jack Freese, of Bangor.
must be in their seats by 7:35. The comThe University Orchestra, under the
ing the University with one lecturer each Ernst, Joan I:ales, Eunice Gale, Edna Louother. Johnny Haggett will perform on
Langdon Jackson ("Jack") Freese is mittee has
suggested that students write year, is
one of several he is making to ise Harrison, Edward Hayes, Charlotte direction of Professor Adelbert NV.
the low hurdles. Don Kelly, Bill Hunne- one of the leading exponents of tennis in i
their parents about the program.
colleges and universities throughout New Henenssey. Elizabeth Henry, Dorothy Sprague, will play the "Pastoral Symwell, and Chunk Ireland are among the the state, not only as a promoter of tennis
The continuity for this broadcast is
England.
high jumpers capable of clearing four in Portland and Bangor, but also as an
Hines. Kendrick Hodgdon, Richard How- phony." from "The Messiah" of Handel.
being written by Mr. Walter R. Whitney
feet. It is not yet known what Ed Mitchell outstanding player in state tournantents.
Durbin is a teacher of international re- ard, Julia :Moynihan, Ethelyn Parkman, and "Christmas Music" by Greig. It will
of the English department. Announcers
or Don Smith will land in, but it is a safe A graduate of the class of 1917, Freese's
Ellis Ramsdell, Jean Sanborn, Jeannette accompany Miss Elsa Parshley in playing
are Clark Kuney and Howard Goodwin. lations at the London School of Economies
bet that it will he fun watching them do interest in tennis goes back to his underSanborn. Ralph Sanborn, Harriet Stew- Massenet's "Meditation," and will also
and
lecturer
an
active
before
American
Station WI XAL, owned by the World
it. Jack Littlefield drew right up his own l graduate days here, when he was a member
art, Mildred Walton, Barbara Whit- accompany the University Chorus in the
Wide Broadcasting Foundation, broad- I and British audiences.
performance of the chorale by Bach,
alley when he hit upon the 100 yard dash.1 and manager of the tennis team.
tredge.
casts on a short wave hand of 6.04 mega"Break Forth! 0 Beauteous, Heavenly
Among present entries are Spike LeonThomas Lynch, last year's Priem editor,
Freese is vice president of Freese's de- cycles. It is entirely an educational sta- Harold Pulsifer Speaks
Light" from the "Christmas Oratorio"
ard in the discus, Bob Atwood in the ; partment store in Bangor and
is taking the junior informals for the
was director tion being used by many of the colleges
For Contributors' Club Priem
and of the "Hallelujah Chorus" from
javelin, Foster Higgins in the 100 yd.! of the Bangor Chamber of Commerce.
this )car as well as many other
of the east, and it has an international au- ,
"The Messiah."
(lash along with Jake Scrota in the same
"The Tennis Club is glad to acknowl- dience. The program will go to Boston! Interpretations of select poems of Ele- campus shots.
The Chorus will sing, a rafella, Praeevent. Ken Bouchard in the low hurdles,
anor 1Vylie, Edward Arlington Robinson,
edge this gift as part of the realization of over leased lines
torius' Christmas song, "Lo. How a Rose
Mac McKenzie in the 440 and Carl Hamits plans to provide facilities for every
A program of the broadcast, subject to and T. S. Eliot by Harold Trowbridge
'Cr Blooming." The congregation, aclin in the pole vault.
student who wishes to take part in the change, is as follows: Band Song by Band Pulsifer, Maine poet, as well as reading,
c:mpanied by the Chorus and Orchestra,
Come early and stay late. Bring your I
sport," Prof. George Small, tennis coach, and Chorus, brief historical dialogue, Uni- from Pulsifer's °tun poems, featured the
will sing several of the most familiar
lunch and a pack of cards. Dancing will
said with reference to the trophy. "With versity Hymn by Chorus and Band, a ! first program of the annual Contributors
be held in the broad-jump pit between
George Ellis and Neil Walker will rep- Christmas carols. Excerpts from Verdi's
the Jack Freese Trophy in the fall and the talk by President Hauck, violin solo by Club lecture series Thursday evening in
the high hurdles and the Christmas holiresent the University in a debate with "Rigoletto" will be played as a cello solo
Curtis Cup Singles in the spring, and the Miss Parshley, a brief talk by Miss Weill, I 15 Coburn Hall.
day,.
Colby to be broadcast over WLItZ at 9:00 by Miss Marion Hatch.
eight new courts, the Club feels that it Football Song by Chorus and Band,
Pulsifer, whose subject was "Poetry and p.m. next Monday. This debate
will inThe committee in charge of the service
has gone a long way towards its goal."
Men's Athletics by John Gowen, Wom- Poets," was formerly managing editor
augurate the first in a series of monthly consists of Mr. Fred Loring, chairman;
The winner of the singles championship en's Athletics by Mary Deering, flute solo of the Outlook and has written several col- debates between the
University and New Professor Adelbcrt Sprague, Professor
this fall was Vernon Kent '41, who will by Armando Polito, playlet by Maine lections of poems, as well as contributed England colleges
in the New England Mark Bailey, Mr. Herschel Bricker, Miss
Masque,
Christmas
be presented the trophy at the next assemmusic by Chorus to many magazines. Pulsifer was gradu- Radio Debating Conference,
Elizabeth Ring, Mary Wright, and Linand Orchestra, Selection by University atcd from Harvard University in 1911 and
Three subjects on which students may bly for athletic awards.
The Maine team will uphold the nega- coln Fish.
Trio, closing script and Stein Song by received a doctor of letters degree from
write in the annual Claude Dewing Graton
tive of the proposition, "Resolved: that
Band and Chorus.
Bates in 1935.
Constitutional Essay Contest were an- Jean Kent Helps to Elect
the National Labor Relations Board
1000 Students Participate
flounced this week by Prof. Edward F.
should be empowered to arbitrate all inDad to Bangor Council
Dow, head of the history and government
In Election of Lt. Colonel
dustrial
disputes."
.
department.
C0011.141 staff members were alarmed 'Maine
On January 17 Bates and Maine will
1000 vote, were cast last Monday
About
The subjects are: "Is Our Constitution
early Monday afternoon when Jean
debate on the question of unicameral legin the election for honorary lieutenant
Obsolete?" "Should the Supreme Court
Kent, associate editor, disappeared—
islatures. This will be in the nature of a
colonel, held in a tent in front of Stevens
Retain its Power to Declare Laws Void?"
for two hours. Although scheduled
model debate for high school debaters,
Hall.
and "What Type of Judges Should the
to take charge in the Commie office
and high school teams from all sections
Maine seals. the highest athletic awards Reserve hockey teams. Line-up for the
Senate Approve?"
The candidates for this honor were
at 2:25, she was nowhere to be found.
of the state will listen in.
co-eds can receive, were given to Lucy All-Maine team: Margaret Hoak, r.w.;
Students should register for the contest
Two hours, II minutes, and 13 secThe Maine team for the coming debate Marion Dunbar, Barbara Grace, Edna
Cobb '38, Margaret Hoxie '39, and Laura Lucy Cobb, r.i.; Maxine Robertson, c.;
and should submit their topic to Prof.
onds passed, and finally, at 4:36, Miss
with Colby is composed of former cham- Louise Harrison, Virginia Maguire, Ruth
Chute '39 at a hockey rally held at the Jeannette Sanborn, hi.; Lorna Robbins.
Dow, 145 Stevens Hall, not later than
Pagan, and Ethelyn Parkman. The reKent unobtrusively entered the office.
pion high school debaters.
field house Sunday night.
Dec. 31.
sults of the election will be announced
I.w.; Ruth Worcester, r.h.; Mary Helen
Wherefore the momentary disapduring intermission at the Military Ball,
The contest was held last spring for the
Mary Deering. president of the W.A.A., Raye, c.h.; Mary Deering, 1.11.; I.aura President Hauck Invites
pearance?
to he held in the Memorial Gymnasium
first time and was won by Edwin Costrell,
presided. Margaret Lowell and Marjorie Chute, r.f.; Madge Stacy, If.; and Jane
Miss Kent, the board learned, had
Students For Carol Sing ii POUPMPW night.
editor of the Campus. The prize, estabTaylor led the singing, while the cheers Holmes, g.
gone to the Queen City of the East,
lished by the late Claude D. Graton '00,
were led by Barbara Ashworth, Constance
The ceremony during intermission is to
The members of the Reserve team: Cora
the metropolis of Al Brady notoriety,
The annual Carol Sing, held under the
and awarded for "the best essay on one of
Philbrook, and Ilelen Wormwood,
Sharon, r.w.; Elizabeth Henry, r.i.; June auspices of the Maine Christian Associa- be a sitnple one. Ethelmae Currier, presto do yeoman's service for her father,
three current constitutional questions desProf. Benjamin Kent, head of the
letters were given to Josephine Camp- Clement, c.; Elnora Savage, hi.; Mavis tion, will take place at the home of Pres- ent honorary lieutenant colonel, will preignated by the professor of constitutional
civil engineering department, who
bell, Charlotte Hennessy, Alice Pierce, Creamer, I.w.; Frances North, r.h.; Char- ident Hauck on Wednesday evening, Dec. sent the certificate of office to her succeAlaw, consists of the income from four
hopes to do yeoman's service for the
Jeannette Sanborn, juniors, and to Jane lotte Hennessy, ch.; Dora Stacy, I.h.; 15, from 6.30 to 7:30 o'clock. All stu- Son.
shares of stock held in trust, the current
Queen City.
Holmes and Lorna Robbins, sophomores. Alice Aim Donovan, r.f.; I.ucille Hall, dents have been invited by President
Wingy Mantuan. and his orchestra will
dividends on which exceed $40 a year.
Betraying her age, she admitted to
Numerals were awarded to Charlotte Cur- If.; and Priscilla Pinto, g.
Hauck to attend this function In addi- play. This orchestra has played throughAny regularly enrolled undergraduate
the board that she had helped papa
rie and Elizabeth Reid, juniors, and to
The junior team was the winner of the tion to the general singing, there will be out the country in such places as the
tinder 25 may mter the contest. The esKent in his effort to win a seat on the
Mary Grindle, Lucille Hall, Rachel Kent, hockey tournament,
violin solos played by Miss Elsa Parshley, "Hickory House" in New York,"Famous
says must he completed and passed in not
Bangor city council. Sister Rachel,
Elizabeth I.ibby, Maxine Robertson, ElAfter the rally, refreshments were
The Sing will end in time for students Door" in Hollywood, and the "Yacht
later than the first Friday following the
however, had to content herself with
flora Savage, Anna Simpson, Gertrude served and Miss Rogers showed moving who wish to stay and hear the internation- I Club" in Chicago.
spring vacation, and the award will be ancampaigning.
Toralreau, and Ruth Worcester, sopho- pictures of hockey games, campus scenes, al broadcast by the University Chorus and
The fraternities will each have a booth
nounced at the Scholarship Recognition
Backed by Jean's vote and Rachel's
mores.
the Longvvood tennis tournament, the M. Orchestra to do so, or to attend the per- around the hall. Red, white, and blue
Day assembly
moral support, Prof. Kent was electAfter the awards were given, Miss 0.C. Katandin trip, and the W.A.A. formance of "Marley's Ghost" in the will be the colors used in both the halt
((ontinued au Page 7 heft)
ed.
Lengyel announced the All-Maine and pageant.
Town Hall in Orono.
decorations and the programs.

University Gives Durbin To Speak
Radio Broadcast Here on Tuesday

Prism Announces
Complete Staff

Freese Is Donor
Of Tennis Cup

Ellis, Walker To Hold
Radio Debate Monday

I

Rules Announced
For Graton Contest

Seals Given to Leading Athletes;
Six Co-eds Get Letters; Eleven, Numerals
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'Stile Nacht' Presented
By Der Deutsche Verein
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M.C.A. NOTES

During the coming week, fifteen per
cent of the student body will have the opportunity to answer a questionnaire put
dere boss:—
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
by a committee of the Advisory Board
out
words
University of Maine
many
i have spent much time and
By Priscilla Haskell
of the M.C.A. for the purpose of discovin criticising you and your column, but
that last poem of yours, 'the beefing of
The Life and Death of a Spanish Town, ering student opinion on various aspects
1938
1937
Member
the student,' certainly takes the cake, frostby Elliot Paul, is an extremely pertinent of the M.C.A. program. Most of these
Inc.
Service,
Advertising
National
throw in the cook for
[Associated Colle5iale Press
ing and all, and
book for the light it throws on the Spanish questionnaires will be sent to people chosen
Lollogr Pablahers ketrestntairre
NEW roes. N.Y. good measure because of that bit about
420 Matsisow Avg
situation; yet it is worth reading simply
D.mbutor of
SAM
at random in such a way as to achieve a
CHICAGO • aos,o• Los
gm which you are bound to get in. from
as a work of art, with no thought of its
fair distribution of sexes, classes and colnomination
personal
now on you are my
political implications. The author actualleges in the same ratios in which they ocdim-wit. alas! that our
campus
the
and
for
describes
to
he
town
the
in
correspondence
lived
ly
other
all
Business Manager;
cur in the entire student body. The stuAddress all business correspondence to the
college should be debased, disgraced, delearned to know its inhabitants thoroughly.
the Editor-in.Chief.
Orono, Maine.
dents will not be asked to sign the quesalas!
you.
as
Entered as second-class matter at the post.office,
such
by
faced
two
and
Eufaced,
Santa
life
peaceful
the
year.
a
51.111
contrasts
Subscription:
Strangulation, Corporation, known from He
that sincere answers
Maine.
with tionnaire, in the hope
alas! as the lonesome king said, 'my
Printed at the University Press, Orono,
coast to coast as the manufacturers of the lalia had been leading for centuries
Advertising Rate 50g per column inch
received.
be
may
51
Extension
Tel.
lass.'
a
for
building.
kingdom
brought
this life
Office on the third floor of M.C.A.
world famous triple Lemonated, Squared the complete disruption of
•
maybe you think i am just joking when Circle, Dripolator squeezers, guaranteed about by the Revolution. Perhaps Santa
Elizabeth Mansfield, New England field
Spanish
not; i hate
i'm
Edwin S. Control!. ..........
typical
a
boss.
quite
not
is
things,
these
Eulalie
say
i
eyeballs.
sore
and
colds,
to cure coughs,
Msegness Manager
representative of the Student Peace SerMerrill Eldridge
you, i curse you, i expectorate at you (spit Every one's purple, and every one's a town, since its position on the Balearic
vice, will be on the campus on WednesEDITORIAL BOARD
under
you
stomp
isolated
more
i
be
to
it
word),
caused
horrid
a
Ibiza
of
Isle
still
is
Editor
lemon.
NVilliam C. Saltzman.....--.-----..Sports
Editor
day, Thursday, and Friday of this week
Arland Meade__...
Editor
News
Women's
writing.
Hall-on
towns,
keep
Virginia
mainland
you
than
still
Editor
and
self-sufficient
_Associate
my heel,
Jean Kent
For your entertainment, I promise to and
Josephine Profita---------Society Editor
to confer with students interested in any
News Editor
Sherley Sweet_._—
yet for the same reason the horror of the
i give up.
cuspart of the peace program, and especially
individual
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
every
and
each
to
give
yrs. trly.
Revolution was even greater,'since there
Margaret Williston.
talk with those who are interested in
vaseto
cream,
cold
cream,
ice
one
tomer,
George Bell, Priscilla Haskell, George Weatherbee,
b.
was less opportunity for defense or escape.
working on the summer projects of the
STAR REPORTERS
line, or sandwich; fish ball, snow ball,
work
at
you
find
to
like
Dow,
would
i
Dorrice
p.s.
A Spiritual Biography
Brann, Mary Curran, Erwin Cooper,
Student Peace Service and affiliated
cannon ball or cartridge. In addition, to
Orr,
Robert Atwood, Mary Bearce, Leonard
Lillian Herrick, Ruth Leavitt, Marjorie Moulton, Mary
some time so that i might tell you to your
The author loved the town and its groups.
Kay Duplisse, Edna Harrison,
Costrell.
the first twenty-five bona fide cash cusAda Salteman, Joyce Woodward, Rose
etc.
injustice
snake,
a
people and feels deeply the great
face that you are a rat,
•
REPORTERS
tomers, I will personally donate one slice
still
This emotion colors the whole
Rothenberg,
Weekly meetings of the Y.W.C.A., the
choice of forty favorite flavors done them.
Rachel Kent, Helen Ream Howard
your
pie,
of
Patricial Cogan, Nancy Hennings,
b.
Dearborn, Mary Oberly, Charles Peirce.
book and transforms it from a mere fac- Freshman "Y," and the Freshman Men's
Frances Smith, Alice Lerner, Richard
among which are mustard, custard, strawI accept the invitation that 'b' extended
CUB REPORTERS
crabapple, tual account into the spiritual biography Forum, which have been temporarily dispineapple,
mince;
and
berry,
Dintitre, Ruth Gray, Virginia Maguire, Catherine to himself to pay Inc a visit, and extend it
of the town. Mr. Paul is often exclama- continued on account of rushing, will all
David Astor. Robert Cullinan, Charlotte
blackberry and quince; and also take them
Regina Shay.
Laffin, Clement Smith, Azalea Boyer,
to all others who would also like to see
tory and reminiscent, but never does he be resumed after the Christmas holidays.
where
hippodrome
famous
our
through
BUSINESS STAFF
me working, including myself. I am
become sentimental. It is perhaps this
the
Zola,
Zola;
famous
the
see
Manager
they can
William Hilton..______.---Advertising
wherein lies the great beauty of
ready at all hours, and can usually be
quality
Robert Harvey...—..--.....Circulation Manager
Africa
of
stills
the
girl, captured in
ball any time be- wild
William West....._____Subscriptions Manager
eight
the
behind
this ability to write deeply mov- character and a fuller realization of the
found
book,
the
Assistant
searching
_Circulation
Peter Skoufis
by a party of Englishmen while
has the impact of the Revolution on the Spanish
......Circulation Assistant
tween Sunday and Sunday. So, . . .
Phillip Goon........
She walks, talks, ing and picturesque prose which
joke.
a
to
point
the
for
Come on in, come on over, it's never
people.
snake, and dives ring of sincerity.
a
like
belly
her
on
crawls
out, letting out, or getting over. For ten
The treatment of the inhabitants of
Into this carefree and almost ideal exiswet sponge. And
a
into
feet
thousand
a
cents, one dime, the tenth part of a proSanta Eulalia and their life is deeply sym- tence the Revolution bursts like a bomb,
that is just a little too deep for me.
the
you
show
to
promise
I
They are the most charming with no previous warning. One army afrecom- fessor's salary,
In fact, this whole thing is getting a pathetic.
As a consequence of an editorial in the Campus last spring
most collosal exhibition ever put on under
and natural group of people I have met in ter another occupies the island, until it
too
is
Everything
me.
for
more
deep
that
too
so
little
book,
genand
senior
a
canvas or over campus. Ladies
mending that the Prism be transformed into
literature for a long time. In this one finally passes into the hands of the Italians.
Artemus Weath- tlemen, this is not just a scheme to get deep for me; my courses, professors, small group are represented all types of The people find their whole life overturned
complete records of students' activities might be obtained,
getIt's
me.
for
deep
too
are
all
of seniors next your money. Step this way, and bring your hooks,
small troubles and by a war in which most of them have no
erbee, editor of the 1939 Prism, has decided to list activities
deep for me'is my motto, society, with their own
pocket books with you. Gather in closer, ting so that 'too
a common feel- concern, in which many of them do not
with
yet
,
disagreements
juniors.
of
case
tombmy
the
in
on
mark
done
to their pictures just as is
open almost any minute and when I die, you can
activities the first show will
too deep for me.' ing of serenity and unity. Each person is even know the issues at stake. They are
is
also
'This
that
stone
Continental,
the
represent
It is now up to the seniors to co-operate by filling out the
I
or any time.
a part of the life of the town, in spite of entirely unprotected and forgotten by the
floor of the
sheets, which can be obtained in the Prism office on the second
his faults, and his loss would take some- government on the mainland, which is ocOn
administrati
M.C.A. The Prism is used for reference purposes by the
Man is a gregarious being in order that thing vital away from it. The description cupied with its own defense, and have no
life at
any
shows
A.S.U.
the
If
League.
of every senior to
of the natural surroundings of these people possibility of escape except to the woods.
and the alumni office, and it would be to the advantage
all a similar organization would not be he may perfect himself as a human and
thereents
printed
accomplishm
is no less beautiful and charged with emo- Families are divided; women lose their
and
activities
his
of
record
have a complete
out of place here.
single entity. Life is a continuous process
tion than that of the people themselves.
sweethearts and husbands; children their
enthe
with
Sincerely yours,
accordance
in.
in
of adjustment
fathers. What is ahead for a town whose
Bombshell
a
Revolution
Wiflie Coldstone
vironment. LET THE SCHOOL REApart from the keen enjoyment the young men have been killed and whose inFLECT LIFE ITSELF IN SO FAR reader will derive from the book, it should dustry destroyed, even after peace has
To the Editor:
AS IT IS POSSIBLE TO DUPLI- give him a deeper insight into the Spanish returned?
probon
letters
invited
has
Camps
The
CATE THE CONDITIONS THEREstudents
have
to
deciding
when
inspiration
what
and
an
had
Blade
importance,
Scabbard and
lems of current
Hall. greater matter of importance is that sub- OF! "Build the school around the child"
vote for honorary lieutenant colonel in a tent in front of Stevens
not too much. Let the child
found that ject which is so interwoven with the very Yes, but
adjustments as he would
The Campus, when holding a straw vote for president last year,
certain
make
Hall than life of man—that LIFE ACTIVITY, make them in life. Take a rational middle
more students voted when the ballot boxes were outside Alumni
N!
EDUCATIO
that when
course with John Dewey. Are there in
when they were inside. Scabbard and Blade has now shown
bring mankind into a higher ideolexpected. To
the adjustments of adult life certain albe
can
votes
larger
even
used,
is
Stevens
too
of
the
is
front
THINK
in
ogy, to make people
the lawn
groups formed for the purpose of
truistic
participation
student
greater
of
eduentire
often neglected duty of our
Perhaps a partial answer to the problem
men and women from the
"protecting"
cational system. To think is to have a
and interest in class elections has now been indirectly indicated.
the knowledge of those
and
bitterness
dynamic force working in the realms of
things retrogressive? Think it over!.
the mind. "Day Dreaming," "Going off
School life then does not exist by the
Don't the schools we have need protec- into the Silence" does not constitute thinkteacher alone—it exists by and through
is
and
units
creative,
is
R.O.T.C.
and
ing. Real thinking
tion by battleships
the combined efforts of men and women
never static. Thinking cannot grow enITS. correspondence columns of The Campus from such hungry countries as Germany,
"Known Criminal" is the label
citizens.
subjects.
pertinent
on
public
are open to toe
tirely on concepts, metaphysical. Subject
each of 700,000 boys and girls
to
and letters are welcomed. All letters should Italy. and Japan? Let the A.S.U. prove
applied
facts must be presented as such so that the
be signed with the author's teal name, but a
under the age of twenty-one in this counpen name will be used is publication of the to us first that we can be sure that substigovand
himself
for
learn
may
these
individual
in
steed
ideas
The
letter tf desired.
will bring
try today. Why? Because people do not
oolong's are not nocessarily those of The Cans. tution and complete abolition
ern his actions accordingly.
pus and should not be so considered. The edi- us eternal peace.
think! Our crime bill is said to be Fifunthinking
but
tor totems the right to withhold any letter
well-meaning
Certain
Why? Because people
or a part of any letter.)
The union accepts accepts without res- groups throughout the country would for- teen Billions per!
does not
the Oxford pledge. Let us here bid the teaching of certain subject mat- do not think! Our Constitution
ervation
"fo the Editor :
and buggy days."
horse
the
in
"back
belong
the
repeating
by
our
memories
refresh
ters. Of what are they afraid? There is
For some weeks you have been asking pledge. "I refuse to support the GovernIt belongs Slit) years in the future. It is
nothing to fear. Exposure is the surest
does not think! First a
of
issue
recent
a
In
opinions.
for student
ment of the United States in any war it safeguard of Democracy. Exposure is the voter who
a student, then a voter.
the Campus there appeared a small item may undertake." Although the platform the surest safeguard because people then pupil, then
Sincerely,
which I think requires an expression of states that it is accepted "without reserva- learn that their best opportunities come
of under Democracy!
Norman C. Hall
the students of the University. It con- thin," Mr. Lash (executive secretary
cerned the formation of a branch of the the A.S.U.) in 1935 and again in 1936
that
American Student Union. Since that asserted at the A.S.U. convention
;the pledge is applicable only to war under
time the chapter has been formed.
the capitalistic system and "we must reThe American Student Union was1
"olve not to fight under capitalism."
formed in 1935 by the union of the StuAs stated before. the A.S.U. supports
dent's League for Industrial Democracy.
a socialist organization, and the National the various peace strikes. They have been
Students League, a group having no offi- held, not too successfully, on this campus
cial connection with the Communist party, for the past few years. If I recall correctly, last year the affair was held in
but strongly sympathetic to its aims.
Memorial Gymnasium, a building dedThe platform adopted by the union as- the
icated to the memory of those students and
serts the right of all young people to
alumni of Maine who lost their lives in
education and jobs, demands the substithe last war. I wonder what they would
extendbattleships,
tution of schools for
they should hear the pledge, "I
ed Federal aid to students, and adequate say if
" taken in that buildrefuse to support
social security legislation. The program
ing dedicated to their memory. Call it
next calls for the wiping out of war and
silly sentimentalism, or what you will,
fascism. As an organization the union
but think it over just the same.
supports all students' peace strikes, calls
By this time you may well be asking the
for the complete abolition of the R.O.T.C.,
and accepts without reservation the Ox- purpose of this letter. Here it is. Let
ford pledge. It then calls for freedom of us bear in mind that this is a state supexpression in classrooms, the right to ported institution. Let us further bear in
assemble, etc., which, as far as I know, are mind that the people that make up the
THE LIDO
granted to everyone in this university. state are a conservative people not symThe last points mentioned are the rights of pathetic to the aims of the A.S.U. As
A new dress shirt for tails
/1/6•101us&D
•
minorities and a protest against discrimi- evidence of the fact note the result of the
authentically styled for
nation directed toward individuals or hearing last year on the R.O.T.C., and
young men ... Mitoga form-fit
For the Formal of Formals
for proof of the conservativeness note the
last year. The A.S.U.
Where could one find a clearer pre- vote for President
only a small minoriMITOGA KIRK
sentation of a communistic platform? As will at best represent
but if it becomes charcollege students we presumably no longer ty of the students,
it has in many
by ARROW
shudder when we hear the word "com- acterized by rowdyism, as
will soon
munism" nor do we imagine a communist places, the people of Maine
$2.50
THE SHOREHAM
It) be a bewhiskered individual with a believe that the entire university is "red."
at the
bomb in his hand. But we do like to How will they find out? Look
certain
tux.
a
the
with
press made to
For wear
think when we hear the word. We like reaction of
Bow ties in black or maroon
to think whether or not we prefer to live speech given at a teachers' convention
edo only. Pleated
last
month.
go
to
allowed
are
we
in a system where
bosom with Aroset
Hire your tuxedo from
Did the student body of the University
about in our own way or live in a system
attached.
collar
organin
to
and
come
characterized by Terror, where only in ask for an outsider
theory each man works for the common ize a branch of the A.S.U.? It did not.
Does the Pattie student body want such an
good.
"Schools for battleships." Just sup- organization on its campus? It does not.
Old Town
OLD TOWN
pose that France or England had substi- If you don't believe me, take a vote.
At Geneva, N. Y., the students organtuted schools for battleships in 1914.
Would there be any schools there today? ized a rival group, the American Defence
BY LEW IS N IGHTINGALE

Colle6iate Difiest

Der Deutsche Verein presented its play,
Slide Nark, last Monday night in 275
Stevens. After the play, German cookies
were served.
Those taking part in the play were:
Maria, Frances Lannon; Joseph, James
Seigel; Kaspar, Edward Hayes; Melchior,
Sidney Alpert; Balthasar, Dennis Curran;
Jakob, Azalea Boyer; Stefan, John DcLong; Peter, Francis Bradbury; Ein
Vagabund, Nancy Hennings; Ein Wirtin.
Faith Shesong.

Senior Activities Sheet

• •
Getting a Big Vote
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Gowell, Hurwitz, Hardison
Lead Pale Blue Trackmen;
Mitchell Good in Weights

3

As Sophomores Defeated Freshmen

McCarthy,Don Smith,
Sophomores Top
Spike Leonard
Frosh Trackmen
Other Stars
Husky Ed Mitchell led the sophomore
The University of Maine varsity track
class track team to a victory over the
team appears to be headed for a successful
freshman team in their annual meeting
season with a large and unusually well- last Saturday afternoon, 83-52. Mitchell
balanced squad working out under Coach took first place in the discus and javelin
Chester Jenkins. The group includes a on Friday, and in winning the shot put on
large number of men that are capable of Saturday with a heave of 53 ft. 91
/
1 in. he
scoring well in New England competition. showed that he had lost none of his old
In Johnny Gowell, Maine has probably abilty in his specialty.
its greatest hurdler, the sorrel-topped senThe sophomores took twelve out of
ior having equalled the former world rec- fifteen first places in trimming their freshord in the 45 yard high hurdles while man rivals. While the meet showed that
pushing Forrest Towns to a new world neither team was very far advanced in
record at Boston last winter. Johnny's 23 training, several outstanding performfoot broad jumps make him a threat in ances were turned in. Don Smith ran the
almost any competition.
fastest mile run on a Maine track in sevSid Hurwitz is one of New England's eral years, as he won that event unpressed
best quarter milers, while indoors he will in 4:32 2-5 seconds. Another fine pertake care of the 300 yard dash and the formance was given by Franklin Dexter,
600 yard run. Don Smith and Bill Hun- a freshman, who won the high jump by
t:lewdl are considered to be two of the clearing the bar at 5 ft. 9 in.
finest distance men in this section of the
Runners up to Mitchell as high scorers
country. Don is equally effective at any were Bob Atwood with a first in the 100
distance from a half mile upwards.
yard dash and thirds in the 100 yard low
Ed Mitchell's record breaking shot puts hurdles, the 220 yard dash, and the broad
and his strength in the discus and javelin jump; Carl Hamlin, freshman, with a
should easily fill the place left by Bates' first in the 220 and a second in the broad
Anton Kishon. Bill MacCarthy holds jump; and Bob Bennett, freshman, with
the University high jump record, while seconds in the shot, discus, and hammer.
Wally Hardison is a co-holder of the New
England pole vault title.
The middle distances appear to be one
of the Pale Blue's strongest divisions.
Johnny Haggett in the 1000, Jack Jackson,
Although Bill Wells, coach of froth
Smoky Jordan. and Ralph Whicher are all
basketball, will be in New York the next
capable performers. Jack Dequine will
two weeks, there will be no let up in pracbe a threat over the longer distance, probtice sessions for his basketeers, for asably the two mile.
sistant coach Hal Woodbury intends to
In the sprints there will be three sopho- have a well-polished
team upon Wells'
mores, Bob Atwood, Dick Dyer, if his return.
leg gets into shape, and Ronnie Dykes.
With Spencer Leek's return to the hoop
The broad jump has MacCarthy, Atwood,
wars, the starting five is rapidly taking
Littlefield, and McKenzie in addition to
form. At present Roger Stearns and
Gowell. Foster Higgins is a very good
Dick Tracy are occupying the forward
low hurdler, while Bob Fuller should be
berths.
an excellent running mate to Hurwitz in
Vern Kent and Howard Whitten are
the 600.
staging a battle for the all-important cenSpike Leonard is almost the equal of
ter position with Kent by virtue of height
Hardison in the pole vault, and with the
and experience having the upper hand.
addition of Weaver and Rich from last
At the guard position Coach Wells is
year's freshman team this will be another
strong Maine event. Stan Johnson, Basil well fortified, having Charlie Arbor and
Fox. Blake Smith and Ralph Smith all Spencer Leek, last year's all-state prep
throw the 35 lb. weight around the 45 foot school guards.
Angus Humphries is another fine prosmark. Lefty Powers is a good second
to Mitchell in the javelin, as is Buzz Sher- pect and will undoubtedly see plenty of
ry, while Chunk Ireland and Jack Little- service throughout the year.
field are expected to Come along in the
Prize Speaking Contest
shot put

Woodbury Coaches
Frosh Temporarily

Tau Epsilon Phi New
Volleyball Champs

Will be in Little Theatre
The Oak Prize-speaking contest, which
will be held Tuesday, Dec. 14, at 7:30
p.m. in the Little Theatre, will be open to
the public. On Monday evening, Dec.
13, a preliminary closed contest will be
held in the Little Theatre.
Since the list of contestants has not yet
been completed, anyone interested in the
contest should see Prof. Mark Bailey at
his office, 240 Stevens Hall, or communicate with him by telephone before Saturday of this week.

CORSAGES
FLOWERS BY WIRE
ED BRARMANN
Campus Agent

Boor Nursery Flower Shop
11,1104,m 6144 or A.T.O. House

ICIU WILL FIND IT AT

PARKS

HARMAN
ofthiPtINITY

31.37 AltILL ST ORONO

BUDGET VACATION TIME!
Do your Christmas shopping at

The grace Shoppe.
before you go home

Then you'll be free to HAVE FUN in the Holidays
3 Mill St.
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Open evenings

Keen Competition in
Forward Positions;
Rogers Stars

Reidman Elected
Football Captain
The voice of the wilderness gave Ernie
Reidman, steady right guard, the honorary
captaincy of the University varsity football team this week.
Scheduled to be held at the annual fall
athletic banquet a week ago, the election
was so close that only the votes of Francis
Smith and Don Mayo, away at the University's forestry camp in Princeton
(Maine), could determine the result.
Smith's and Mayo's votes arrived by mail
Bob Atwood wins the 100-yard dash as the sophomores defeat the freshmen,
Saturday morning, and the captaincy accordingly went to Reidman.
thus continuing freshman rules.
Honorary freshman football captain his
first year, Reidman was a regular guard
on the Maine eleven for three years.
Never spectacular but always steady, the
blond Auburn youth was a hard tackler
and a crushing blocker. Along with Tom
Lees, the center, he backed up the Maine
line on the five-man defense, and made
the larger percentage of the Bear tackles.
He was a fairly big boy, but, despite
his size, he was as speedy as a sprinter.
Indeed, Brice at one time planned to make
him into a backfieldman.
He is a member of Alpha Tau Omega
By Bill Saltzman
social fraternity, of the Senior Skulls,
Hail Ernie
The election of Ernie Reidnian as honorary football captain is
and is a proctor in the men's dormitories.
further proof of the adage that hard work will eventually be rewarded. For three
He was a leading pitcher on the baseball
years, Ernie was a regular guard on the Maine team, but, like many other steady
team last spring.
players who clear the way for their more publicized teammates, he rarely made the
headlines. Yet it was common knowledge among members of the team and even
The anonymous contributor who signs
among students at the University that Reidman was one of the most valuable men on himself "Martin Scrivener" is
requested
the squad.
to see the editor of the Campus.
He received partial reward for his great playing this fall when he was chosen on
the Portland Sunday Telegram's All-Maine team, considered the official eleven. His
ESSAY CONTEST
complete reward, however, came this week when he was elected honorary football
(Continued from Page One)
captain.
The essays must not be less than 2000
A wise choice, indeed.
nor more than 4000 words in length and
typewritten. The prize will be awarded
Is there a doctor in the house!
The prep-school tackle groaned. He attempted
on the basis of completeness, logical presto rise, hut the effort apparently was too much for him. A curious crowd watched
entation, neatness and form, use of good
from the sidelines. Several coeds shook their heads sympathetically.
English, and inclusion of proper biblio"Say, Doc, what's the matter with him?" anxiously asked a Maine coach.
graphical references in the form usually
"Nothing, nothing," whispered Dr. W. C. Hall, the University physician. He's
required by the history or English departonly playing the hero's role."
ments.

By Bob Cullinan
With less than two weeks' practice left
before the first game of the season, the
varsity basketball team continued the same
work which Coach Kenyon was sending it
through before vacation.
Because of the new ruling which eliminates the center tap, the offense that other
teams will use is an unknown quantity
to the Maine mentor. Consequently, he
has been drilling different combinations in
different defenses, so that if one team goes
sour, he will have another quintet of almost equal ability to throw right in.
Competition for forward positions is
very keen. Veteran Phil Rogers will
probably get the starting assignment at
one, but whom he will team up with is a
question. Also it was not decided who
would replace him when he got tired.
Among those in the running are Dana
Drew, a letterman from last year; Louis
Bourgoin, a transfer from Madawaska
Training School; Gordon Raymond, an
intramural performer last year; and sophomores Breton, Wilson, and Sleeves. The
latter trio has looked better in practice
to date than was expected at the first of
the year, and may be the answer to Kenyon's problem.
Ed Stanley, a six foot five junior, at
the present, seems to have the edge in
the race for the center's job. After a
prolonged absence from the court, Ed has
shown all of the form which made him a
leading scorer his freshman year. Ken
Clark, a letterman is right behind Stanley.
Charlie Patrinelis, Newt Rodgers, and
John Pilsbury are all fighting it out for
the third string berth.
The guard situation is no better than
either of the other two so far as settled
positions goes. Dwight Lord, like Rodgers. should be able to hold his position.
Bill Webber, last year's pivot man, is being used as Lord's running mate and has
looked very good. Bill seems to be working harder than he did last year,

It's basketball time
Chuck Taylor, who has conducted basketball clinics
throughout the country during the past 10 years, will hold his school in Memorial
Gymnasium Wednesday evening.
Included in the program will be the sound moving picture—Basketball, a floor
demonstration by the Maine varsity, and an exhibition on fundamentals by Chuck
Taylor himself.
Admission will be free to all students. High school teams and coaches have also
been invited.
Tabs
Alton Bell, honorary baseball and track captain last spring, has signed
with the Boston Red Sox and may report for spring training
Wally Gleason and
Francis Smith received honorable mention on the Associated Press' All-American
team
The most faithful basketball fan at the University—Ernie Reidman, who
rarely misses a varsity practice session. And he sits in the balcony, too
Harry
Tourtillotte, who did not return to the University last year after playing a bangup
game with the freshman basketball team the previous winter, is now with the DI,'
Town Redskins, a fast independent five
It will be a lot of fun watching Johnny
Gowell run the two-mile race Saturday in the Christmas Gamble meet . Bill Weill,
a graduate student from Cornell who saw Chuck Taylor last year, informs us the
coming basketball clinic will be nearly the tops
State series basketball will start
soon
Bowdoin will sponsor a freshman basketball team this year. Does that
mean the Polar Bears will have varsity basketball next year? We hope so
A state
intercollegiate winter sports meet will be held at the University Washington's Birthday during the winter carnival.

Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity, extending
its winning streak to eight straight
matches without losing a game, won the
intramural volleyball championship of the
University. Monday. defeating Theta Chi
and Phi Eta Kappa.
Led by its coach and captain, Dave
Mochcovitch. of Rio di Janeiro. Brazil, the
southern league champions trimmed Theta
Chi. 15-4 and 17-15, in the first match of
the final round, and then clinched the
The M.O.C. has scheduled an ,
title when it topped Phi Eta Kappa, cen- : overnight trip for Saturday and
tral league champions who had drawn a Sunday, Dec. 11 and 12. Camp
bye, 15-9 and 15-10.
Roosevelt at Fill's Pond will be the
destination. The number will be
senior
class will meet Tues- limited to 30, and those desiring to
The
day, Dec. 14, at the Little Theatre go should sign up with Ruth Worto arrange for class dues.
tester, Helen Philbrick, Robert
Cook, or Arthur Hodges. Cars will
Prism pictures arrived a few days
leave Winslow Hall at 1:30 Saturago and are still being held at the day p.m.
Prism office at the M.C.A. Call
for them today. Please bring your
money with you.

SKATES SHARPENED
at

Varsity Basketball Men
Have Less Than 2 Weeks
Of Drills Before Debut

•
Freshmen
Remember

TRAVEL HOME

Chris the Barber

FOR THE

Is open evenings till 8:30
Across from the Bowling

llolithays
TRAIN

diffietON
ORONO
Thurs., Dec. 9
"LANCER SPY"
r;(sl. Sanders, Dolores Del Rio
News—Comedy
Fri., Dec. 10
"VOGUES OF 1938"
Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett
Painted Stallion No. 11—News
Sat., Dec. 11
"NAVY BLUE & GOLD"
Robt. Young, Florence Rice
Lionel Barrymore
Comedy
Mon., Tues., Dec. 13-14
"FIREFLY"
Jeanette McDonald, Allan Jones
News

Feature 2:45, 6:45, 9:00
Wed., Dec. 15
This is Bank Nile
showing
"CHAN ON BROADWAY"
with
Warner Oland
Comedy—Travelogue—Cartoon
3 shows daily 2:30, 6:30, 8:30
Feature 3:00, 7.00, 9.00

•Be Sensible and Play Safe
•Go in Comfort by Rail
•You Get There Sooner and
Can Stay Longer
•Ride in our NEW Coaches
•Have fun en route with "The
Gang"
•Your local Agent (Tel. 7304)
can arrange Tickets and
Schedules in a jiffy—call
him NOW.
•Christmas will be merrier if
you GO BY TRAIN
EXAMPLISS OF OUB

LOW COACH FARES

[

FROM BANGOR
Portland
Boston
Augusta
New York
Providence
T awrence

(12.75
4.95
1.50
9.55
5.85
4.50

•

di coonskin coat, we've heard it said,
Wards ofchill windsfrom heel to bead;
In which respect its chief vocation's
Much like No Draft Ventilation's,

111•S10111

E

s take such things as No Draft Ventilation as a matter of course now that all GM
cars have this improvement. But when you
add Knee-Action, the Unisteel Body, the
Turret Top,improved Hydraulic Brakes and
a steady parade of betterments—you see how
a great organization moves ahead—using its
resources for the benefit of the public —
giving greater value as it wins greater sales.

MAINE
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

GENERAL MOTORS
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Delta H281
Sororities Begin Delta Delta
P.V.C.C.
at
al
Inform
Formal Rushing The Delta Delta Delta informal was
held Saturday evening at the Country
Club. Chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Murray, Prof. and Mrs. Walter
Chadbourne, Dr. and Mrs. Karl Larsen.
and Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin Speicher.
Those attending: Dolly Mosher, Harold McKeen; Maxine Cates, Roger Bouchard; Elizabeth Ashby, Thomas Owens;
Camilla Doak, James Ashby; Marguerite
Pi Beta Phi
Pi Beta Phi sorority entertained their Picard, Waldo Hardison; Alice Ann Donrushees at a supper party at the chapter ovan, Bernard Robbins; Margaret Sawroom on Dec. 1. The entertainment was yer, Robert Sherman; Iris Guiou, Lester
Tarbell; Helen Harding, Leslie Brookes;
in the form of a shot-gun wedding.
Those present: Mary Burke, Anna Ca- Lois Leavitt, Kenneth Brookes; Mary
hill, Donna Commeau, Alma Fifield, Jan- Deering, Kenneth Clark; Lucy Cobb,
ice Merrill, Emily Rand, Calista Buzzell, Paul Browne; Pauline Davee, William
Mildred White, Priscilla Brown, Barbara Copeland; Carolyn Calderwood, Loran
Barrett, Mary Boone, Eva Clark, Isabella Fairfield; Harriette Stewart, Buel Dean;
Garvin, Dorcas Jewell, Patricia Murray, Ethel Mae Currier, Richard Edwards;
Dorothy Upcott, Elizabeth Gammons, Charlotte Currie, Douglas Carr; Jean
Camilla Thomas, Priscilla Pineo, Phyllis Kent, Milton Jellison; Azalea Boyer,
Achorn, Emily Hopkins, Virginia Jewett, Gordon Raymond; Georgia Taylor, RobFrances North, Ernestine Carver, Fran- ert Cameron; Jeanne Mitchell, Reese
ces Violette, Carolyn Calderwood, Mary Williams; Mary Wright, Dwight Lord;
Grindle, Shirley Harpe, Betty Johnson, Helen Malin& Raymond Palmer.
Katherine Laffin, Margaret Hauck, Irene
Pauline Jellison, Artemus Weatherbee;
Whitman, Ann Hart, Theresa Johnson, Rachel Kent, Karl Hendrickson; Elspeth
Edith Stevens, Katherine True, Eloise Johnson, Lincoln Fish; Hilda Scott, Blake
Hutchinson, Mabel McAllister, and Phyl- Smith; Marguerite Benjamin, Arthur
lis Meserve.
Reynolds; Margaret Orser, Albert Toner;
On Dec. 3, Pi Beta Phi also entertained, Helen Lewis, Allan Trask; Bettina Bruce,
this time at a circus party. Those attend- Arthur Smith; Barbara Whitrtedge, Aring: Mildred White, Donna Commeau,
Patricia Murray, Dorcas Jewell, Virginia
Edith Cousins, Edith McIntire,
Jewett, Isabella Garvin, Edith Stevens, serve,
Pomroy, Dorcas Jewell, Camilla
Yvonne
Phyllis
Upcott,
Dorothy
Calista Buzzell,
Joanna Evans, Barbara Young.
Thomas,
Brown,
Priscilla
Meserve, Mary Boone,
Barbara Barrett, Lillian Mitchell, Carolyn
Calderwood, Mary Grindle, Eva Clark,
Barbara McLeary, Theresa Johnson,
Shirley Harpe, Alice Roth, and Priscilla '

Formal rushing for the girls began last
week with all five of the sororities on campus entertaining freshmen and upperclass
women at a series of parties.
Invitations were issued today for the
big parties next week which will end
rushing activities. Pledging will take
place on Thursday, December 16.

Penny Carnival Couples

Various and sundry were the personali- night's appearance in her '90's bathing
ties attending the Gay Nineties Penny suit. And Lucille Fogg and Betty HoCarnival Friday evening at Alumni Gym- mans should certainly go in for long disnasium. And, strange to say, various and tance swimming in those streamline bathsundry were the periods in history they ing suits. Marje Taylor and Sophie
illustrated, presenting an unconventional Maizel, too, in gym suits, showed their
Gay 90's assemblage.
worthiness to belong to the Fair AmaIf you were a member of the zons of Another Day Society.
unusually large crowd of pleasure-seekOsgood's semi-clothed duck quite stole
ers who entered the fun with a gusto, you, the show at one point and his master neartoo, saw:
ly pulled out Donald's tail-feathers trying
The winners of the costume prize con- to catch the animated bird.
test, Mabel McAllister and Nathaniel DoThe sleep-walkers with their lighted
ten, who, before the evening was over, candle were plenty peppy and danced so
were recognized as official representatives hard that one of them fell down.
of the 90's period. Mabel wore an elabThe Glorious Glamor Girls didn't quite
orate brown taffeta dress, beautifully have it over the Moderns in the fashion
beaded. And Nat's extra-high collar, dress show, but they received much deserved
suit, and tall silk hat attracted much atten- admiration.
tion.
It was generally agreed that much could
Tommy (Goon) Verrill, "the horror of be learned about transportation from the
'98," did things up "white," fringe around '90's, and the appropriate riding costumes
the waist, and everything. If only the too, of course. The skating girl of yessea hag, or Popeye, had been there, every- terday also received slightly more attenthing would have been complete.
tion than did the modern skater. And the
as the
Nathaniel Doten and Mabel McAllister, left, who were named
A. T. 0. was short suited and seemed Tandem bikes! Every onlooker held his
Frilast
Carnival
couple having the most appropriate costumes at the Penny
to like it. Beer jackets and shorts make breath when they came into the fashion
costumes
day. Lucille Fogg and Elizabeth Homans, right, also appeared in
ring, their riders up above the heads of
a cute combination.
reminiscent of the 90's.
The junior vice president acquired a the audience.
great deal of dignity when he donned the
Doing the Big Apple in clothes of 47
Mortar Board.
years ago brought the past up to the
Hooper.
Natalie
land Meade; Margaret Peaslee, Gail Trickey, Atwood Smart;
The Parkman-Kruse couple seemed to present in no time at all. To most of us,
Tooth- be having a grand time, with He(she) and dressing up at the W.A.A. party meant
Torrey; Dorothy Hines, Charles Whit- William Hilton; Ferne Lunt, Carl
Gamage; She(he) receiving many compliments.
cutting up, and those not in costume were
ney ; Estelle Lawrence, Bernard La Barge; aker ; Margaret Wood, Russell
merely side-liners—and were they ever
AtMarjorie
"Miss
Marr;
been
named
has
James
Pagan
Ruth
Johnson,
Marjorie
Mary Helen Raye, William Thompson;
with envy.
green
Friday
her
of
result
the
as
City"
lantic
Priscilla Thomas, Herbert Peabody; Ruth t Thompson, Gerald Hart.

Pineo.
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Omicron Pi entertained the following freshmen and upperclass women
at a supper party. December 3, at Dean
Corbett's house. It was a nautical affair.
Those attending: Frances Rhoda, Elizabeth Reid, Margaret Jones, Helen Wormwood, Barbara Ashworth, Elizabeth McAlary, Elizabeth Emery, June Webster,
Edith Cousins, Mavis Creamer, Barbara
Young, Dorothy ‘Ving, Betty Mack, Esther Drummond, Eleanor Dougherty, Virginia Jewett, Frances North, Helen Reiley, Priscilla Pineo, Ruth Reid, Phyllis
Meserve, Mary Oberly, Margaret Hauck,
Shirley Mitchell, Laura Craft, Elizabeth
Hopkins, Hilda Rowe, Mary Bates, Charlotte White, Carolyn Calderwood, Ernestine Pinkham, Barbara Barrett, Constance
Philbrook, Isabella Garwin, Pauline Riley,
Virginia Eddy, Frances Sawyer, Elizabeth Luce, Madeline Smart, Priscilla
Brown, Eleanor Look, Joan McAllister,
Elizabeth Johnson, Calista Buzzell, Mary
Burke, Anna Verrill, Elizabeth Cliff,
Corinne Comstock, Alice Christie, Ruth
White, Elizabeth Gammons, Ruth Greene,
Janet Collet, and Joanna Evans.
Chi Omega
The following freshmen and upperclass
women were entertained by Chi Omega
Wednesday afternoon, Dec. I, at a gambling-get-together party held at Spruce's
Log Cabin. The guests were: Elizabeth
Luce, Barbara Ashworth, Esther Drummond, Margaret Hauck, Frances Rhoda,
Phyllis Meserve, Virginia Eddy. Elizabeth
Emery, Pauline Riley, Elizabeth Mack,
Beth Trott, Elizabeth Reid, Glenna Johnson, Patricia Murray, Frances North,
Priscilla Pineo, Frances Sawyer, June
Bridges, Helen Wormwood, Elizabeth
Cliff, Eleanor Look, Madeline Smart,
Beatrice Gleason, Dorcas Jewell, Joan
Chapman, Mildred Chapman, Eleanor
Dougherty, Mavis Creamer, Elizabeth
McAlary. Constance Philbrook, Mary
Oberly. Margaret Jones, Emily Hopkins,
and Elizabeth Johnson.
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Delta Delta entertained a group
of freshmen and upperclass women at a
barn party in Orono Tuesday from five to
seven. Thursday afternoon there was a
party at the Cabin.
Those attending were: Dora West,
Gwendolyn Weymouth, Elizabeth Emery.
Sara Culberson, Helen Wormwood, Emily
Hopkins, Florence Farnham, Barbara
Young, Pauline Riley, Elizabeth Hopkins,
Corinne Comstock, Betty Mack, Edith
McIntire, Ruth Reed, Ruth Garrison.
Mary Burke, Isabel Crosby, Barbara Ash-worth, Joan McAllister, Mary Bates,
Priscilla Pineo, Mary Boone, Frances
Worth, Phyllis Achorn, Elizabeth Reid,
Helen Maling, Hilda Rowe, Esther Drummond, Mary Oberly, Mavis Creamer,
Elizabeth Peaslee, Janice Merrill, and
Elizabeth Johnson.
Phi Mu
Phi Mu sorority entertained a group of
freshman women at a Mexican party at
the home of Professor Jordan. Mexican
games were played.
Those attending were: Ruth Seavey,
Mabel McAllister, Eloise Hutchinson, Isabelle Crosby, Elizabeth Hopkins, Priscilla Pines), Mildred White, Ruth Wooster,
Winifred Blanchard, Emily Rand, June
Webster, Mary Burke, Charlene Perkins,
Ruth Garrison, Dora West, Frances
North, Mavis Creamer, Mary Boone,
Emily Hopkins, Marjorie Whitehouse,
Chapman,
Joan Chapman, Mildred
Blanche Conlan, Claralyn Preble, Margaret Philbrook, June Bridges, Ernestine
Carver, Eleanor Winchell, Phyllis Me-
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I Artistic Costumes Create Atmosphere
Reminiscent of '90's for W.A.A. Dance
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